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Nutrigenomics and Nutrigenetics in Functional Foods and Personalized NutritionCRC Press, 2013

	While functional foods have become a reasonably well-established concept, personalized nutrition is still treated with skepticism by many. The recognition that people would have different nutrient requirements, or perceive foods in different ways, raises several concernsâ€•some real, some not so real. Nutrigenomics and...
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C++ Programming FundamentalsCharles River, 2003
C++ Programming Fundamentals teaches the basics of C++ programming in  an easy-to-follow style, without assuming previous experience in any other  language. A variety of examples such as game programming, club membership,  organization, grade tracking and grade point average calculation, make learning  C++ both fun and practical. Each...
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The Cognitive Dynamics of Computer ScienceJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
A groundbreaking, unifying theory of computer science for low-cost, high-quality software
    

    The Cognitive Dynamics of Computer Science represents the culmination of more than thirty years of the author's hands-on experience in software development, which has resulted in a remarkable and sensible...
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Automated and Algorithmic Debugging: First International Workshop, AADEBUG '93, Link6ping, Sweden, May 3-5, 1993. ProceedingsSpringer, 1993
This volume contains a selection of the papers which were accepted for presentation at AADEBUG'93, the First International Workshop on Automated and Algorithmic Debugging, held in Link6ping, Sweden, 3-5 May 1993.

The area referred to as automated debugging has seen major developments over the last decade. One especially successful area...
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Enterprise Management with SAP SEM/ Business Analytics (SAP Excellence)Springer, 2005
In order to make strategy happen there is a need for powerful management information systems. SAP focuses on the application of modern business administration concepts, e.g. Value Based Management, the Balanced Scorecard, the Management Cockpit or flexible planning methods.

The book describes the methodology and implementation of a...
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Linear Genetic Programming (Genetic and Evolutionary Computation)Springer, 2006
Linear Genetic Programming presents a variant of genetic programming (GP) that evolves imperative computer programs as linear sequences of instructions, in contrast to the more traditional functional expressions or syntax trees. Primary characteristics of linear program structure are exploited to achieve acceleration of both execution time and...
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ALE, EDI, & IDoc Technologies for SAP, 2nd Edition (Prima Tech's SAP Book Series)Premier Press, 2002
Application Link Enabling (ALE) is SAP’s proprietary technology that enables data communications between two or more SAP R/3 systems and/or SAP R/3 legacy systems.  ALE and EDI (Electronic Data Interchange) technologies are the best fit for this type of communication.  With ALE, EDI, & IDoc Technologies for SAP, 2nd Edition, you will...
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Organic Chemistry: An Intermediate TextJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
A foundation for success in advanced organic chemistry courses–and careers        

Graduate students taking advanced organic chemistry courses often need a refresher on the discipline before they can move on to more specialized topics. This is especially true of students whose last formal exposure to organic chemistry was during...
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Brain Imaging in Substance Abuse: Research, Clinical, and Forensic Applications (Forensic Science and Medicine)Humana Press, 2000

	The last two decades have seen prodigious growth in the application of brain imaging methods to questions of substance abuse and addiction. Despite considerable advances in our understanding of the central effects of drugs provided by preclinical data, relatively little direct evidence was known of how substances of abuse affect the brain and...
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Learn Robotics Programming: Build and control autonomous robots using Raspberry Pi 3 and PythonPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Gain experience of building a next-generation collaboration robot

	
		Key Features

		
			Get up and running with the fundamentals of robotic programming
	
			Program a robot using Python and the Raspberry Pi 3
	
			Learn to build a smart robot with interactive and AI-enabled...
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Modern Compiler Implementation in MLCambridge University Press, 2004

	Over the pasi decade, there have been several shifts in the way compilers are
	built. New kinds of programming languages are being used: object-oriented
	languages with dynamic methods, functional languages with nested scope
	and first-class function closures; and many of these languages require garbage
	collection. New machines have...
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An Introduction to Trading in the Financial Markets SET: An Introduction to Trading in the Financial Markets: Technology: Systems, Data, and NetworksAcademic Press, 2011

	This book is the third in a set of books that address the trading markets. We use the term “trading markets” because that is the most general term we can find for the portion of the financial markets sometimes imprecisely referred to as the securities markets. (We explained these distinctions in Book 1, An Introduction to Trading...
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